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Conservation Approaches
U.S. Conservation Laws

05 March 2007
23rd class meeting

Environmental Biology (ECOL 206)
University of Arizona, spring 2007

Kevin Bonine, Ph.D.
Anna Tyler, Graduate TA

(Exam Two on Wed)

READINGS, Monday 05 Mar: 
ESA and NEPA links

Wed 07 March: 
Exam Two

Lab 07/09 Mar: 
No lab
(work on creativity projects!) 

12-16 March: Spring Break

http://eebweb.arizona.edu/courses/Ecol206/206_Page2007.html
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Biological Basis of the Sonoran 
Desert Conservation Plan

Thanks to Bob Steidl and others…
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SDCP Biological Goal

Ensure the long-term survival of the 
full spectrum of plants and animals that 
are indigenous to Pima County…
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Approach

• Select elements for planning
• Establish quantifiable goals
• Develop explicit rules for reserve design 

process
• Organize, synthesize, and acquire 

information
• Evaluate
• Establish, Monitor, Manage
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Select Species

• Regionally “vulnerable” 
species

• Short-list of 55 species

Species chosen should have 
little influence on ultimate 
reserve design
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Species List
• 9 mammals  7 bats
• 8 birds 6 riparian
• 7 reptiles 3 riparian
• 2 frogs all riparian
• 6 fish all riparian
• 16 invertebrates    mostly snails
• 7 plants 2 riparian

>60% of plants and vertebrates associated with 
riparian environments
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Species Information
• Natural history accounts
• Species-environment matrix
• Decide best method by which to achieve 

goals for each species
• Less helpful if:

– either rare or common
– on lands that are protected or off-limits
– limited natural-history information

• Reduced from 55 to 44 species
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Land Cover

creosote-bursage urban

palo verde–mixed cacti

mixed grass-scrub
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Species Distributions

• Based on models rather than known 
locations or published distributions

• Developed to predict species distributions 
based on potential habitat

• Input and evaluation by experts
– Habitat associations, known distribution

• Iterate
• Combine to identify areas of high species 

richness
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Species Richness, 1 or more
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Species Richness, 2 or more
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Species Richness, 3 or more
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Species Richness, 4 or more
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Species Richness, 5 or more
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Biological Core 
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Species Richness – Expert Opinion
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Biologically Preferred 
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Riparian as Foundation for Linkages

22
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Environmentalism in the US 
- 2nd half of the 20th Century
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Van Dyke 2003

-Bioaccumulation

-Pesticide Threats

-Environmental degradation
related to human health

-Increased Public Awareness

Rachel Carson
Silent Spring 1962
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Brennan and Withgott 2005

26Speth Chapter 4
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27http://www.csa.com/hottopics/sustain/images/cuyahoga.jpg

1952, 1969 Cuyohoga River, Ohio 
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1969 Santa Barbara, CA
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1969 Santa Barbara Oil Spill: source: http://www.silcom.com/~sbwcn/spill.shtml (current as of 5/03) 

On the afternoon of January 29, 1969, an environmental nightmare began in Santa Barbara, California. 
A Union Oil Co. platform stationed six miles off the coast of Summerland suffered a blowout.

In Their Own Words . . . 

Fred L. Hartley, president of Union Oil Co.: 
"I don't like to call it a disaster," because there has been no loss of human life. 
"I am amazed at the publicity for the loss of a few birds." 

Santa Barbara NewsPress Editor Thomas Storke: 
"Never in my long lifetime have I ever seen such an aroused populace at the grassroots level. This oil pollution 
has done something I have never seen before in Santa Barbara – it has united citizens of all political 
persuasions in a truly nonpartisan cause." 

U.S. President Richard Nixon: 
"It is sad that it was necessary that Santa Barbara should be the example that had to bring it to the attention of 
the American people. What is involved is the use of our resources of the sea and of the land in a more effective 
way and with more concern for preserving the beauty and the natural resources that are so important to any 
kind of society that we want for the future. The Santa Barbara incident has frankly touched the conscience of 
the American people." 

30

1967 Late 1960s
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1969-70 NEPA 

National Environmental Policy Act

EIS (Environmental Impact Statement)
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Brennan and Withgott 2005
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1969
EPA
CEQ

http://www.epa.gov/

http://www.whitehouse.gov/ceq/
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Earth Day
= 22 April 1970

http://www.earthday.net/

Former Wisconsin Senator Gaylord Nelson's best 
known achievement is the founding of Earth Day in 
1970. Described by American Heritage Magazine as 
"one of the most remarkable happenings in the 
history of democracy," Earth Day made 
environmental protection a major national issue. A 
distinguished and influential public servant, Nelson 
served ten years in the Wisconsin Senate, was twice 
elected Governor of Wisconsin, and, in 1962, began 
an 18-year career in the U.S. Senate.
Senator Nelson's many achievements include 
legislation to:

•Preserve the 2,000-mile Appalachian Trail
•Mandate fuel efficiency standards in 
automobiles 
•Control strip mining
•Ban the use of DDT
•Ban the use of 245T (agent orange) 
•Create the St. Croix Wild and Scenic Riverway
and the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore
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Brennan and Withgott 2005
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http://www.fws.gov/endangered/wildlife.html#Species
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practicable the various species of fish or 
wildlife and plants
facing extinction, pursuant to—

…

(b) PURPOSES.—The purposes of this Act are to 
provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon 
which endangered species and threatened 
species depend may be conserved, to provide a 
program for the conservation of such 
endangered species and threatened species, and 
to take such steps as may be appropriate to achieve 
the purposes of the treaties and conventions set 
forth…

FINDINGS, PURPOSES, AND POLICY
SEC. 2. (a) FINDINGS.—The Congress finds and 
declares that—

(1) various species of fish, wildlife, and plants in the
United States have been rendered extinct as a 
consequence of economic growth and development 
untempered by adequate concern and 
conservation;

(2) other species of fish, wildlife, and plants have 
been so depleted in numbers that they are in 
danger of or threatened with extinction;

(3) these species of fish, wildlife, and plants are of 
esthetic, ecological, educational, historical, 
recreational, and scientific value to the Nation and 
its people;

(4) the United States has pledged itself as a 
sovereign state in the international community to 
conserve to the extent

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT OF 1973
AN ACT To provide for the conservation of endangered and threatened species of fish, 

wildlife, and plants, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the ‘‘Endangered Species Act of 1973’’.

38

1974 Rowland and Molina Research on CFCs and Ozone

Rowland and Molina, whose alarming theory was attacked 
mercilessly by the chemical industry, were vindicated in 1995 
when they won the Nobel Prize for their discovery. This marked 
the first Nobel ever presented in the environmental sciences. 

http://www.nrdc.org/air/pollution/hozone.asp

CFCs were so chemically stable that nothing in the earth's lower
atmosphere could break them apart. In 1974, however, chemists F.
Sherwood Rowland and Mario Molina of the University of California at Irvine 
theorized that CFCs might in fact attack the ozone layer -- the critical band 
of ozone in the stratosphere that protects life on earth from harmful 
ultraviolet radiation. Rowland and Molina suspected that CFCs' 
nonreactivity, the very quality that made them so useful, would allow CFCs 
to drift, intact, 10 to 15 miles up above the earth, into the stratosphere. Here, 
the chemists predicted, short-wavelength ultraviolet radiation -- the powerful 
rays that the ozone layer absorbs and prevents from reaching the earth --
could break off a chlorine atom from a CFC molecule. This highly reactive, 
freed chlorine atom would grab onto ozone, setting off a chain reaction that 
would gobble up ozone molecules in the stratosphere, steadily weakening 
the ozone layer and exposing the earth and its inhabitants to ultraviolet rays 
-- radiation that could lead to skin cancer, eye cataracts, and immune 
system illnesses. 
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1975 CITES

CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) is an international agreement 
between Governments. Its aim is to ensure that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten 
their survival.
Widespread information nowadays about the endangered status of many prominent species, such as the tiger and elephants, 
might make the need for such a convention seem obvious. But at the time when the ideas for CITES were first formed, in the 
1960s, international discussion of the regulation of wildlife trade for conservation purposes was something relatively new. With
hindsight, the need for CITES is clear. Annually, international wildlife trade is estimated to be worth billions of dollars and to 
include hundreds of millions of plant and animal specimens. The trade is diverse, ranging from live animals and plants to a 
vast array of wildlife products derived from them, including food products, exotic leather goods, wooden musical instruments, 
timber, tourist curios and medicines. Levels of exploitation of some animal and plant species are high and the trade in them, 
together with other factors, such as habitat loss, is capable of heavily depleting their populations and even bringing some 
species close to extinction. Many wildlife species in trade are not endangered, but the existence of an agreement to ensure 
the sustainability of the trade is important in order to safeguard these resources for the future.
Because the trade in wild animals and plants crosses borders between countries, the effort to regulate it requires international
cooperation to safeguard certain species from over-exploitation. CITES was conceived in the spirit of such cooperation. 
Today, it accords varying degrees of protection to more than 30,000 species of animals and plants, whether they are traded as 
live specimens, fur coats or dried herbs.
CITES was drafted as a result of a resolution adopted in 1963 at a meeting of members of IUCN (The World Conservation 
Union). The text of the Convention was finally agreed at a meeting of representatives of 80 countries in Washington DC., 
United States of America, on 3 March 1973, , and on 1 July 1975 CITES entered in force. The original of the Convention was 
deposited with the Depositary Government in the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish languages, each version 
being equally authentic.
CITES is an international agreement to which States (countries) adhere voluntarily. States that have agreed to be bound by 
the Convention ('joined' CITES) are known as Parties. Although CITES is legally binding on the Parties – in other words they 
have to implement the Convention – it does not take the place of national laws. Rather it provides a framework to be respected 
by each Party, which has to adopt its own domestic legislation to ensure that CITES is implemented at the national level.
For many years CITES has been among the conservation agreements with the largest membership, with now 169 Parties.
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1979 Charney Report

…report to President Carter and others in his administration. The administration responded 
by asking the National Academy of Sciences to assess the scientific basis for concern about
man-made climate change. Massachusetts Institute of Technology scientist Jule Charney led 
the NAS review, and the "Charney Report" was published in late 1979. Its findings supported 
those in the report I had received at CEQ. The chair of the NAS's Climate Research Board 
summarized them: 

"The conclusions of this brief but intense investigation may be disturbing to 
policymakers. If carbon dioxide continues to increase, the study group finds no 
reason to doubt that climate changes will result and no reason to believe that these 
changes will be negligible. A wait-and-see policy may mean waiting until it is too late." 
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1980 IUCN Global 2000 Report

1985 Greenhouse Gas Warnings
1985 Antarctic Ozone Hole Discovered

The Global 2000 Report to the President was released in 1981 by the Council on 
Environmental Quality.
It was based on computer models to make projections for the future based on trends for the 
1960s and 1970s.

It concluded with:
If present trends continue, the world in 2000 will be more crowded, and more 
vulnerable to disruption than the world we live in now. Serious stresses involving 
population, resources, and environment are clearly visible ahead. Despite greater 
material output, the worlds people will be poorer in may ways than they are today.

42

Brennan and Withgott 2005
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The Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer is a landmark international 
agreement designed to protect the stratospheric ozone layer. The treaty was originally signed in 1987 
and substantially amended in 1990 and 1992. The Montreal Protocol stipulates that the production and 
consumption of compounds that deplete ozone in the stratosphere--chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halons, 
carbon tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform--are to be phased out by 2000 (2005 for methyl chloroform).
Scientific theory and evidence suggest that, once emitted to the atmosphere, these compounds could 
significantly deplete the stratospheric ozone layer that shields the planet from damaging UV-B radiation. 
The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has prepared a Montreal Protocol Handbook that 
provides additional detail and explanation of the provisions. (CIESIN's Thematic Guide on Ozone 
Depletion and Global Environmental Change presents an-in-depth look at causes, human and 
environmental effects, and policy responses to stratospheric ozone depletion.)
The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (1985), which outlines states' 
responsibilities for protecting human health and the environment against the adverse effects of ozone 
depletion, established the framework under which the Montreal Protocol was negotiated.

1987 Montreal Protocol
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1992 Rio Earth Summit (Agenda 21)

Patterns of production — particularly the production of toxic 
components, such as lead in gasoline, or poisonous waste — are 
being scrutinized in a systematic manner by the UN and 
Governments alike;

Alternative sources of energy are being sought to replace the use 
of fossil fuels which are linked to global climate change;

New reliance on public transportation systems is being 
emphasized in order to reduce vehicle emissions, congestion in 
cities and the health problems caused by polluted air and smog;

There is much greater awareness of and concern over the 
growing scarcity of water. 
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1995 WTO Established

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the only global international organization dealing with the 
rules of trade between nations. At its heart are the WTO agreements, negotiated and signed by the 
bulk of the world’s trading nations and ratified in their parliaments. The goal is to help producers 
of goods and services, exporters, and importers conduct their business. 


